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The purpose of this paper is to find sequential orderings of the class S, of at, k -element subsets 
of the u element set V = (1,2.. . . ~ u} with certain mirlimizmg properties. A sequential ordering of 
Sa is just a numbering of the (l) k -element subsets of V, where the first one is sI. the second sz and 
so on. Let f(s) denote the position oE the k-element subset s in the ordering. For each element e 
of V the range R,(e) of e in the sequence f is given by 
The total range R, of ;a sequence f is 
R, = c I, 
SEV 
and the bottleneck range E3, of a sequence f is 
Let F denote the set of all sequences (for fixed values of v and k ), In this qaper we show there 
exist sequences f that simultaneously minimize R, and B,, give a cf~nstructi(;,L of such sequences 
for arbitrary o and k, and give exact formulae for minfafi R, and minpcFBI as iJnc?ions of u and k. 
These problems arise in experimental &signs involving human subjects an4 in the linking 
between two stages of switches in multistage switching networks. _ 
1. Introdlsction 
‘I”he ~UIJXW of this paper is to find sequential orderings of the class Sk of all 
k -efement substs of the “3 element set V = {l, 2,. . . , u) with -ertain minimizing 
properties. A sc~uential ordering of Sk is just a numbering tir 0 k -element 
subsets of V, where the first one is si, the second sz and SC -cifying a 
sequential ordering is equivalent to giving a one-one CL mdcnce 
f : Sk + {I, 2,. . I1 (Q where f(s) g ives tht: position of the k-element s&st=r s in the 
ordaring. (The mapping f will also be &fed a sc3quence.) For each element e of V 
the #wqg~ Rf (e ) of $ in the sequence f is given by 
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& (e) is exactly the distance between the entry point rnf (e) and ;he exit plairtt M,(e) 
of e in the sequence f, where these are given by 
The rotai range Rf of a sequence f is 
and the bottleneck range I$ of a sequence f is 
Let F denote the set of all sequel;res (for fixed values of u and & ). The probiems 
considered are to find sequences f in F that minimize R,, minimum range 
seyuences, and sequences that minimize Bf called bottleneck minimum range 
sequc?nces, anrfl to determine t5e values of minlcF Rf and minfEFBf as function!:. of u 
and k. 
These probile‘qs arise in the following two different situations: 
(i) Suppose an experiment requires all k-tupie comparisons of u objects (the 
frequeni cast: is paired comparisons, i.e., k = 2) while only one Ir, -tuple comparison 
can be done at a time. Then R,(e) represents the time duration the object has to 
stay in the system for comparison purposes. This is particularly relevant in 
experiments involving human subjects. where the bottk=neck rangi; is the longest 
interval any cntbject is involved in the experiment. For k = 2, a related problem has 
been studied in [3-S] where the objective function is 
i.e., to maximize the time duration between two paired comparisons involving the 
same element. 
(ii) Reccntf*tl it has been proposed that t-designs, in particular t-designs [ 1,2), be . 
used for the linking patterns of multi-stage connecting networks. For example, 
consider a two-stage connecting network which has the following properties: (1) 
Each first-stage switch is connected to a constant number of second-stage switches; 
@j each second stage switch is connected to a constant number of first stage 
r;witches; (5) every subset of t first-stage switches arr; all simultaneously connected 
tTy a constant nl;mber of second stage switches. Treating each firstmstage switch as an 
element and each second-stage switch as a block, the connection between swi&es 
in the two stages is a r-design. (An elemc nt is contained in a block 3f the two 
switches arc connected.) In many real cases the switches are lined up in a column. 
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Then the tot4 length of tile links criginating from the first-stage switch e is 
determined by the range ot e, arid the total range Rf is a measure af the length of all 
fiI:xs in the network. in this connection note Sk is a k-design for all k. 
In this paper we show there exist sequences f
range sequences and bottleneck minimal range 
such sequences for arbitrary u and k, and give 
rnml,& as functions of v and k. 
that are simultaneously minimum 
sequences, give a construction of 
exact formulae for minfE-, Rf and 
2. Random setJuences 
Suppose f is a random one-one correspondence between Si, arld {1,2,. . . , (;)I. 
What would be the expected value of R, ? Now 
since the distribution of R,(e) is the ::ame for all e. 
There are (“;‘) k-subsets in S, which do not contain a given e E V and (:I;) that 
do. Let us call them the whire subsets and Hack subsets, respectively. The (I: -:) 
black subsets partition S, under f into [(t-.:? f 1j intervals (some of which may 
contain no white subsets, however). By a symmetry argument the distribution of the 
number of white subsets in each of these intervals is independent of the interval, so 
their expected values E are at1 identical. But summing over all intervals yicids 
E(rq(e)) =- I+ E, 
SO that sutsti:rrtL?n of these values arid the vutue of E into (3) ;jields 
For fixed k and u - *, 
i.e., R,(e) approaches tile tength of the whole sequence f. Consequently both the 
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total range Rf and the bottieneck range Bf are *isympttrtic to their largest possible 
values m8xj,GF R, and max&$ as u -+ 00 with k fixed, in view of 
2 max RI aE(R+= o E(Rj(e))- u i , 
fEF 0 
We obtain from (4) that 
3. Minimtnm range sequences 
In this section 
sequences I:xactly 
we derive a Iower bound for Rf and give a construction of 
attaining this Leer bound. To simplify the formulae in this and 
the followng section we adopt the convention that the binomial coefficient G) 
denotes zero when n < m. 
W’e start with the formulae 
where iiie numbering of the e, and e; is chosen so that 
That is, we have here ordered the entry and exit points so that mf (ei) is the jth entry 
point and Mi(ei) is the (u - j + 1)st exit point. Clearly 
mf(e,)G 1 + 
‘-1 
( ) 
’ k 
since j - I tlements can form only (‘;I) tiistinct k -subsets. Similarly 
Mf(ei) 3 (i) - (‘,‘) . 
Howivcr. these estimates may count stime k -subsets both in the (%‘I k -subsets 
above m (6,) and the (i-i’) k-subsets belolv M (e ;). fn particular, the j - 1 elements 
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Cl, . . . , ei--l and the i - 1 elements e I, . . . . e,f. 1 have at least max(0,2j - 2 - t)) 
elements ill common. Hence at least (” -‘i’“) k-subsets are cmnted twice if both the 
bounds (9) and (10) are used. Therefore, the sharper estimate 
holds. Substituting this in the eq. (7) for R, yields 
for an arbitrary sequence f. 
On the other hand, the argument used to establish the lower bounds (1 I) also 
suggests ihc construction of seq+ences f that achieve the lower bounds (11) for all i 
simultaneously. The construction proceeds by building up the sequence gradually 
from both ends: 
(i) Set i = k, Th _1 = 69, TL_-, = @. (T is the subsequence from above, T’ the 
subsequence from below.) 
(ii) Let Gi consist of all k -subsets g satisfying g C (1.2,. . . , i} and i E g. Let G: 
consist of all k-subsets g satisfying g~Ju,u--l,...I~+-i+l} and v-i+lEg 
Let I?, - G, Ci Gf, the ith overlap set. 
(iii) Partition R, arbitrarily into two disjoint pieces R : and R ‘,‘. Set 
P, = [(G, - R,) ti R :] - T:. f the i th upper set, 
P: = [(GI- R,) U R’,‘] - T,. 1 the ith lower set, 
and arrange the elements of P, and Pi in any order. 
(iv) Set 
T = x-1-f pi, T: = P: + T:+, , 
where the “ + ” sign indicates the k-subsets in the first set precede the k -subsets in 
the other set and the ordering within the sets is preserved. 
(v) If i = u, set f = TU + T: and stop. 
(vi) Set i to i + ! and go to (ii). 
In general t&s ct.Astruction yields many optimal sequences for a fixed k since t be 
over!zrp se: K, rn& ~ be partitioned arbitrarily and the sets Pa and P: may be ordered 
arbitrarily in step (iii). These f by construction will automatically satisfy (11) wit+ 
equality for all i. To check this, observe that the assignments e, = i and e; = 
u - j + 1 are consistent with this construction, that the elements placed at each end 
of the sequence before the jth iteration of step (iv) are exactly ali k-subsets with 
either all elements smaller than i or all elements exceeding u - P: + 1, and that there 
are exactly Z(i*;‘) - (“I -‘c”) such subsets, giving (11) with equal’ty. This esjablishes 
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Note that a permutation of the elements Zn this construction does not affect RI. 
For k fixed and u -+ 30, 
2k - 1 Uk+’ 
n$p R, - -- - 6 , 2(k -I- I) k ! 
which imp;-oves on I(S) by a factor (2k - 1)/(3c -I- 2). 
4. Bottleneck minimum range sequences 
In this section we show that certain sequences constructed in thy* last section are 
also bottleneck minimal range sequences. To do this we first obtain a tower bound 
on the bottleni ck range of a sequence. 
We wish to t.Alize inequality (1 I) to bound the bottleneck range from below, but 
it does not directly apply, since ei and e; are not necessarily the same. We use a 
pigeonhole principle argument to permit its application. There are two cases, 
depending on the parity of U. 
Case 1: u =2n + 1. By the pigeonhole ’ principle the u + 1 elements 
(e,, e,+,,eL..,eL} . . . , must contain age eEement twice. Hence there exists 
j, k ?C n + 1 with e, = e L Now Mf (e I) 2 MI (e,L) and ml (ej) s mf (e, + 1) by (8) so that 
B, 2 M(el)- mf(e,)~M,(eL)-- mf(4,+1) 
2(2n;*)-l-2(;) (?3) 
by use of (11) with j = n t- 1. 
C’ase 2: u = 2n. By the pigeonhoie principle the u + 1 elements in 
{e,, . . . ,en+r, el,... , e L) must contain one element twice. So there exists jO < n + I, 
k,%n with e,,=e$. Signilarly the set (41,...,e,,ej,...,c~+)) yields jren, k;< 
n + 1 with e,, = e;,. The11 
Applying (11) with j = n and n + 1 and dividing the sum by two yields 
&*(Y)-1-(;)-(“kl). 04) 
We now check that the lower bounds (13) and (14) are achieved by certain of the 
sequences generated by the algorithm in tlttj: East section. We do this by caMaGng 
explicitly the focation of ali the entry aad wit points of such a seqwmce. These mu 
dependent on the partirinn af the overlap 1 :t, SO for definiteness WC mquire &at the 
ith overlap set he put ctirnpietely in thra rth upper set at each step, that is R : = R,, 
I?‘: = 43 in the algorithm. 
Let ,! he such a sequence. Then it is easily checked that 
Now a calculation will show that 
I 
R&,L,) for t! = 2n + 1, 
max &(e,) = 
I 
& (4,) for u = 2n, 
I (2nk+1)-_?(;)-1 = for u == 2n f 1, 
1 (‘,“)-(~)-(nJ-l fort:=&. 
These resuhs achieve equality in (13) and (14) so we have established 
for o odd, 
(,u) _ (uL2) _ (‘” --2),‘2) _ i foP t‘ even. 
\ 
For k fixed and r) 3 m, these yield 
which improves on (6) by a factor (1 - I,@’ ‘). 
5. ConcfusicPn 
In real apriications one may encounter problems similar but not identical to the 
one3 discussed in this article. Pn particular Sk could be the set of’biouks in a block 
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design or an arbitrary family of k-subsets of V, instead of all k-subsets of V. The 
objective functi,on could be to minimize xcEV W, (e) or maxeEv W,(e), wherr: W,(e) 
is some function of the elements in (f(s) : s contains e). We wish to observe that the 
construction given in Section 4 is stiif vatid for these problems though itie optimality 
properties are not necessaril~~ preserved. In general, when Sk is not the family of afl 
&-subsets of V, the value of the objective function is not independent of the order 
elements are introduced or eliminated. 
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